Mitral valve prolapse and joint hypermobility: evidence for a systemic connective tissue abnormality?
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SUMMARY Clinical evidence for an abnormality of extracardiac connective tissue was sought in 21 patients with idiopathic mitral valve prolapse and was compared to that in 21 matched controls. The incidence of rheumatic and orthopaedic complaints and the prevalence of hypermobile joints, Marfanoid habitus, and skeletal deformity were compared in the 2 groups. Skin thickness and elasticity were measured, and the mean values in the 2 groups were compared. Hypermobile joints were significantly commoner in patients with mitral valve prolapse. Easy bruising was reported significantly more commonly by patients with mitral prolapse; the incidence of other rheumatic complaints was similar in the 2 groups. There was no significant difference in skin thickness, skin elasticity, and the prevalence of either skeletal deformity or Marfanoid habitus between patients with mitral valve prolapse and controls. The results support previous evidence of an association between mitral valve prolapse and benign hypermobility of the joints, but emphasise that many patients with mitral valve prolapse have no clinically apparent connective tissue abnormality outside the heart. It remains uncertain whether the valve lesion in these patients represents a tissue-specific abnormality of mitral valve collagen or the only clinical expression of a minor systemic connective tissue abnormality.

The floppy mitral valve is a common cardiac abnormality in which the mitral leaflets and chordae become stretched and elongated, allowing redundant valve tissue to prolapse into the left atrium in systole. Many patients with mitral valve prolapse (MVP) have no symptoms, but some present with chest pain, palpitation, syncope, or dyspnoea. The characteristic clinical sign is a nonejection systolic click with or without a late systolic murmur. Some patients have only a mitral regurgitant murmur, and in others MVP is clinically silent but may be detected by echocardiography or contrast left ventriculography. An increased prevalence of MVP, detected clinically and by echocardiography, has been shown in patients with heritable connective tissue disorders—Marfan’s syndrome, the Ehlers-Danlos syndrome, and osteogenesis imperfecta. We recently demonstrated an increased prevalence of MVP in patients with the hypermobility syndrome. In this communication we report the results of a further study in which we sought clinical evidence of extracardiac connective tissue abnormalities in a group of patients with idiopathic MVP and in a control group.

Patients and methods

Twenty-one patients with MVP were recruited from the Cardiology Clinic of Guy’s Hospital. Nine were male and 12 female; mean age (± standard deviation) was 42.6±12.7 years. The clinical diagnosis of MVP was confirmed by echocardiography in all cases. Initial referrals had been either for cardiac symptoms or for assessment of a symptomless cardiac murmur. Twenty-one control patients, matched for age (mean age ±SD = 43.5±12.5 years), sex, and mode of presentation were recruited from the same clinic. No control patient had clinical or echocardiographic evidence of MVP, and in all controls a clear alternative cause for their cardiac symptoms and signs had been established. Patients with rheumatic heart disease were excluded from the study because of uncertainty concerning the effect of rheumatic fever on subsequent joint mobility.
All patients were examined by a single observer under blind conditions. Information was sought concerning past and present rheumatic and orthopaedic complaints. Joint mobility was assessed in each case by determining the hypermobility score proposed by Beighton and Horan. A score of 3 or greater out of a maximum of 9 was considered to indicate widespread hypermobility of the joints. Skinfold thickness was measured on the dorsum of the right hand with the Harpenden caliper. Skin elasticity was measured by the suction cup method. In addition measurements were made of the patients' height, arm span, and upper and lower segments. Clinically apparent skeletal deformities were noted.

Statistical analysis of the results was performed with McNemar's test for paired alternatives or the *t* test, as appropriate.

**Results**

Hypermobility of the joints was significantly more common in patients with MVP than in the control group, being present in 7/21 patients with MVP but in only 1/21 controls *(p<0.05)*.

Mean skin thickness (+SD) was the same (0.11±0.02 cm) in patients with MVP and in the control patients. The skin elastic modulus was not significantly different in the 2 groups, mean values (+SD) being 0.66±0.33 Pa × 10⁷ in patients with MVP and 0.86±0.41 Pa × 10⁷ in controls.

Marfanoid habitus was more common in patients with MVP. A reduced upper segment/lower segment ratio (<0.89) was present in 7/21 patients with MVP and in 3/21 control patients. This difference was not statistically significant. Span exceeded height in only one patient in each group.

The prevalence of skeletal deformities was similar in patients with MVP and in controls, mild degrees of scoliosis being relatively common (7/21) in both groups.

Back pain was a common symptom in both groups of patients. The incidence of other rheumatic and orthopaedic complaints was low, and similar in both groups (Table 1), except for easy bruising, which was reported significantly more commonly by patients with MVP *(p<0.05)*.

**Discussion**

The pathogenesis of MVP has not been established. Increasing evidence points to a primary valvular abnormality, most probably defective or deficient collagen in the connective tissue framework of the valve and its supporting structures. It is likely that several different biochemical abnormalities may affect mitral valve collagen and lead to MVP, since MVP occurs with increased prevalence in several distinct disorders of connective tissue. However, many patients with MVP do not have the classical features of these disorders, and previous suggestions that MVP may represent a forme fruste of Marfan's syndrome have not been substantiated.

Abnormal chordal arrangement may provide inadequate support and predispose to the development of a floppy valve. However, this explanation cannot be universal, since it could not account for the occasional association of aortic valve prolapse with MVP. A recent report suggested that thickening of the amorphous zona spongiosa of the mitral valve may be the primary abnormality, but failed to explain how this could weaken the valve unless the supporting collagen tissue (zona fibrosa) is deficient or damaged.

In a recent study we found MVP in 33% of a group of patients with the hypermobility syndrome (HMS), a significantly increased prevalence over that (7%) in a control group. Patients with HMS had additional evidence of a systemic connective tissue abnormality: reduced skin thickness, spinal anomalies, reduced upper segment/lower segment ratio, and a greater frequency of previous fractures compared with controls.

The results of the present study provide further evidence of an association between MVP and HMS, since hypermobility of the joints was significantly more common in patients with MVP than in controls. Significantly more patients with MVP reported easy bruising than did controls, but other evidence of abnormal connective tissue in skin or skeleton was not found in our patients with MVP.
The association is presumably due to one or more defects of connective tissue common to both valve and joints. In patients with idiopathic MVP requiring valve replacement Bonella et al. have shown procollagen accumulation and a reduced collagen content in pooled resected valve tissue. These authors postulate a deficiency of the enzyme procollagen peptidase as the underlying cause. It will be important to establish whether other connective tissue abnormalities in patients with MVP shows the same biochemical abnormality. Certainly procollagen excess and reduced collagen has been shown in extracardiac connective tissue from patients with a form of the Ehlers-Danlos syndrome, and although initially attributed to procollagen peptidase deficiency a structural mutation of procollagen has since been identified in this condition.

Thus it is possible that our patients with MVP and hypermobile joints have one of the many forms of the Ehlers-Danlos syndrome. However, our results emphasise that in many patients with idiopathic MVP no other clinical manifestation of a connective tissue abnormality can be identified. It remains to be determined whether these patients have a tissue-specific defect of mitral valve collagen, or whether their MVP is the only clinical expression of a minor systemic collagen abnormality.
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